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Section A: COMPULSORY

Ouestion 1

Based on the readings from part report, Manual on Gender Budgeting in Malaysia:
Ministry of Women, Family and Community Development, 2005,ISBN 983-41432-2-2 of
Appendix A, answer the following questions.

(b)

Discuss the main gender concepts used in gender budgeting. Give your inputs on
how these concepts can be integrated in the Bursa Malaysia Corporate Social
Responsibility Agenda : Environment, Community, Workplace and Marketplace.

[ 20 marks ]

What are your opinions and critiques on how gender budgeting is done at any
public universities in Malaysia? Your debate and arguments should include some
measures or indicators which can be construed as gender needs budget allocation
in that particular university

[ 20 marks ]

What have you learnt from gender budgeting? Please give specific learning points
and how these affect your budgeting at professional and personal levels

[ 10 marks ]

Section B. Answer any TWO (2) questions from this section.

Ouestion 2

Read the following case and answer the questions at the end of it

Corporate Social Responsibility: Is it worth it?

Misguided virtue?

Corporate social responsibility has definitely come of age now that the critics have started

to swarm. Misguided virtue was one economist's claim: "CSR will make us worse off
when put into effect with higher costs for questionable benefits". And, "business should
act responsibly by not fully endorsing CSR". The London Observer shouts that the
concept of corporate social responsibility has "rarely been paid more than lip service" and

The Economist is, as ever, quick to jump on any negative bandwagon that does not have
unadulterated profits as its goal when it smugly headlines "ethical reporting as

irresponsible". Now we see the US president parading in front of large signs proclaiming
'Corporate Responsibility' quickly followed by subversion at the US' regulatory body the

SEC, we know that the 'sociaf in CSR means an awful lot more than merely 'corporate
responsibility'.

(c)
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Poorly defined concept?

There is some truth in the background to the critics' assertions. Poorly defr,ned concepts
abound, doing well by doing good is universally accepted but when does doi4g good stop?
It is accepted that CSR means treating a companies' stakeholders in an ethically
responsible manner. But who are the stakeholders? What does ethical mean? My
responsibility might be another's irresponsibility? And why just talk about social, what
about economics, the environment, psychology and sociology?

Body blows?

First, a recent decision in California to consider all Nike communications on human rights
and related issues as 'commercial speech', and therefore unprotected by the US First
Amendment on freedom of speech, could lead to profound consequences whereby any
CSR report by a company will be considered commercial. Thus social statements not
backed up by concrete evidence or were shown to be untrue even for marginal cases could
lead to prosecution. More than 40 companies and others have joined Nike in urging the
US Supreme Court to overturn the decision. This could mean reporting on CSR activities
being nipped in the bud, at least in the short-term, in the US especially given the
conservative nature of the US Supreme Court. I say 'short-term' simply because it is
inevitable that businesses will be ever more socially responsible over the corning decades

since they will be unable to ignore social problems and issues that have been, to date,
largely the preserve of Governments. There are bound to be a few hiccups on the way.

Second, calls for such things as triple-bottom line reporting could set back business
interest in CSR simply because life is getting too complicated. The case for an economic
bottom line that would take account not only of income and expenditure but also
intangible items such as intellectualcapital, natural capital and social capital is attractive
and some companies such as Skandia have advanced considerably in including such items
in their reporting. However, financial analysts and pension fund managers that drive stock
market valuations keep their eye firmly attached to the profit and loss sheet of companies.
Consequently, the two bottom lines for social and environmental actions are lost in the fog
of competing demands. A company that rapes the countryside for trees at low cost and has

a healthy profit is immediately the stock market darling. Yet, thanks to environmental
lobbying, no company can pay lip-service to environmental concerns these days without
analysts querying its long-term sustainability. Similarly, lobbyists have placed
exploitative pay to workers in developing countries on the agenda for anl companies
located in rich countries that produce in poor ones. Simply said, even irf social and
environmental concerns cannot be captured in one number, their growing importance is
reflected in the key number - the profit and loss account.

This latter point means that attempts to produce three bottom lines are nonsensical. What
is needed is to incorporate serious social and environmental concerns into one number -
how do they affect profits and losses. The sentiment behind triple bottom line reporting is
well meant, unfortunately it is conceptually suspect. Better to concentrate on, the tangible
measures of CSR (we include environmental questions under CSR) and try to work out
their costs and benefits.
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A CSR code?

The London Observer expressed its
article. But then it listed six items
These were:
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skepticism, "CSR is dead" it glibly slipped in its
in what it called a 'corporate responsibility code'.

' Don't abuse your workforce.

' Don't cause unnecessary damage to the environment.

' Ensure members of your supply chain are well-treatsd.

' Treat your customers with respect.

'Don't do business with oppressive regimes.

. Don't let patent protection prevent your products being used in cases of national
emergency.

Careful readers will note that each item, including the rather curious last item, covers
relations with each of the main stakeholders of a company. Nothing wrong with any of
that but maybe, following Carly Fiorina, ask other stakeholders such as the owners,
shareholders and managers to behave ethically too. Other quibblers might ask to whom is
the code accountable and what exactly a company must do to observe it.

CSR r:s worth it!

Curiously, the skeptics seem to present the case in favour of CSR as well, if not better,
than the CSR proponents. For instance, Martin Wolf of the Financial Times concluded,
while presenting the skeptic's case about CSR at a recent book launch, that he had "no
problems with the idea that there was a business case for corporate social responsibility -

in these cases it was simply mislabeled, since it was really just intelligent profit
maximization". I quite agree. It would therefore appear that even the critics of CSR
believe 'it is worth it'! (Source: Michael Hopkins, CEO MHCi, published in Monthly
Features, 2002)

(a) Is the Corporate Social Responsibility worth it? State and discuss your position.
Also where necessary provide examples to support your arguments.

I 12 markd ]

Briefly define and discuss the concept of Corporate Social Responsibility?

[ 5 marks]

Why do companies need to produce corporate social responsibility reporting?
Discuss the benefit of having corporate social responsibility reporting practiced by
the company to the stakeholder at large. 

I g marks ]

(b)

(c)
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Ouestion 3

Conflict resolution demands that parties involved in a conflict possess the necessary
communication skills to create new negotiation space. Identify and critically evaluate
these communication skills. Your discussion should focus on your working experience,

[ 25 marks ]

Ouestion 4

Consumers are more likely to buy from companies with good environmental
reputations". Do you agree with the statement? Argue your standpoint.

[ 25 marks ]

Ouestion 5

"Good Governance - Can positive values help?" Discuss.
ethical theories.

Support your argument with --)

[ 25 marks ]
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APPENDIX A

MANUAL ON

GENDER BUDGETING
IN MALAYSIA

Kementerian Pembangunan

Wanita, Keluarga dan MasYarakat

Mlnistry of tttomen, Family and Community Development
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Gender budgeting is a relatively new develop-

ment concept that seeks to include a gender

perspective in the national budget. A gender-

responsive budget (GRB) addresses the needs

and interests of different groups of citizens-
women and men, girls and boys-and aims to

allocate government resources in an equi-

table way so that the most pressing needs of
individuals and groups are satisfled.

The term 'gender budgeting' is used

broadly in this manual to refer to all GRB

initiatives. These inltiatives are sometimes

known by different names-'gender budget

work','gender-sensitive budget', and'gender

budget analysis'-but in essence they refer to

the Same concept.

ln 1995, only a few countries and agencies

were involved in gender budgeting. Today,

some form of gender budget work has been

implemented in over 60 countries worldwide.

The GRB initiative in Malaysia (also known

as the Gender Budget Analysis Project) is

spearheaded by the Ministry of Women, Family

and Community Development (MWFCD) with

financial and technical assistance provided by

the United Nations Development Programme

(UNDP). Gender budget work is seen as a

practical way of taking forward gender main-

streaming in all aspects of national develop-

ment, including poliry, planning, and budgeting.

Recognizing that adaptation to local

contexts and needs is necessary to ensure

relevance and sustainability, the Gender

Budget Analysis Project has concentrated on

making the Malaysian budget process-an

advanced form of performance budgeting-
gender-sensitive. The Programme Agreement

(ABM-2) submitted by government agencies

to the Ministry of Finance to request for their

operating expenditures has been the main

focus of engendering the budget process. The

project has adopted a pilot approach across

selected ministries and programmes with a

view to perfecting the methodology of
gender budgeting before extending it to the

rest of government.
The pilot ministries-the Ministry of

Education (later split into the Ministry of
Education and the Ministry of Higher Edu-

cation), the Ministry of Health, the Ministry of
Human Resources, and the Ministry of Rural

Development (later renamed the Ministry of
Rural and Regional Development)-all have

relatively large budgets and span both the

economic and social sectors. The programmes

selected were drawn from both the operating

and development budgets so as to test the

application of the approach across both.

Training is a core element of the Gender

Budget Analysis Project as gender analysis

...91-
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Manual on Gender Budgeting in Malaysia

skills are essential if budget officers are to
produce meaningful gender-sensitive budget

statements. To build up a pool of local gender

budget expefts, a series of training workshops

have been conducted for budget officers from

the pilot ministries, as well as officers from the

Ministry of Finance, Institut Tadbiran Awam

Negara (INTAN), the Economic Planning Unit

(EPU), and the lmplementation and Coord-

ination Unit (lCU).

This manual is designed to be used by

these officers as a source of reference and also

as a practical guide to training other olficers

when gender budgeting is enended to the

rest of government. lt consists of six parts:

PART 1: Gender Budgeting in Malaysia
provides the background to gender budget

work in Malaysia and briefly describes the pilot

proJect.

PART 2: What is Gender Budgeting?
discusses the definitions of gender budgeting

and its benefits in general terms.

PART 3: Understanding Gender Concepts

explains in simple terms some of the common

concepts used in talking about gender and

budgets.

PART 4: Carrying Out Gender Budget
Analysis provides guidance on how to carry

out gender budget analysis-the heart of
gender budget work-and discusses the type

of data required for effective analysis.

PART 5: Making the Malaysian Budget
Formats Gender-Sensitive describes the

work of the pilot ministries in adapting the

standard Malaysian budget formats to reflect

gend€r with examples drawn from both the

operatlng and development budgets.

PART 6: FrequentlY Asked Questions
About Gender Budgetirlg (FAQs) provides

quick answers to some FAQs about gender

budgeting.

A list of abbreviations, uogether with their

meanings, is given at the end of the manual.

...r01-
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History of gender budgeting in
Malaysia
Gender budgeting in Malaysia had its

beginnings in 2000 when the then Prime

Minister spoke about gender budget work in

his address to the Regional Steering

Committee of Women in Asia-

Pacific. The Prime Minister had heard

about the gender budget work

being done in other countries in the

Commonwealth and elsewhere, and

was aware that gender budget work

was a good and practical waY of

taking forward gender main-

streaming within government. Not

only can gender-responsive budgets

(GRBs) help governments to uphold

their commitments in economic

development and poverty reduction

but they can also assist them in
monitoring and evaluating the gender

impacts of policies and programmes.

ln addition, GRBs enhance
governance by encouraging ac-

countability, particiPation, and

transparency. Furthermore, the
Government of Malaysia has alwaYs

stressed the imPortance of
incorporating gender perspectives

into its development planning and

allocation of resources. For example, the

Natlonal Policy on Women, 1989 notes the

need for information on target clientele to be

'gender categorized to enable appropriate

assessment' (see Box 1).

...1t/-
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Manual on Gender Budgeting in Malaysia

Role of the MWFCD
In 2001, the Government of Malaysia estab-

lished a new ministry, the Ministry of Women

and Family Development (MWFD), which was

renamed the Ministry of Women, Family and

Community Development (MWFCD) in March

2004, when it was given a new porrfolio. Like

women's ministries in other countries, the

MWFCD is responsible for promoting gender

equity and women's development through-

out government. (see Part 3 for an expla-

nation of gender terms.) The ministry thus has

a central role to play in taking forward the

women and developmerlt objectives of the

Eighth Malaysia Plan, the gender equality
commitments in the Federal Constitution,

and the gender equality resolutions in

international agreements such as the Con-

vention on the Elimination of All Forms of
Discrimination Against Women (CEDAW). (See

|Jcx 2.)

...rzt-
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Gender Budgeting in Malaysia

The MWFCD is a small ministry with
limited resources. However, it is not meant to
tackle gender issues alone. lts main role is to
assist the rest of government to become more

gender-sensitive in its work. To this end, it
works with other ministries and agencies to
help them ensure that their work promotes

equality between women and men. Thus on

health issues, the MWFCD works with and

through the Ministry of Health (MOH); on

education issues, through the Ministry of

Education (MOE); and on finance and related

issues, through agencies such as the Ministry

of Finance (MOF), the Economic Planning Unit
(EPU), and the lmplementation and

Coordination Unit (lCU).

Reasons for implementing
GRB in Malaysia
Although gender budget work is new

to Malaysia, it fits in well with the
government's overall approach,

Firstly, gender budget work aims

to utilize the country's human
resources fully. lt does so by promot-

ing women's participation in, and

contributron to, economic and social

life. Secondly, gender budget work
helps to use the country's financial

resources well by matching budgets

to plans, priority programmes, and projects. lt

is only by using the people and resources of

the country to their full potential that
Malaysia will be able to achieve the goals of
Vision 2020, Thirdly, a gender-responsive

budget helps the government to improve (a)

prioritization, (b) planning, (c) management

of implementation, (d) monitoring and

evaluation, and (e) impact assessment. (See

Figure 1.)

$
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Furthermore, the government realized

that Malaysia is an ideal country for doing
gender budget work:
o Malaysia already has a well-developed

system of budgeting, The gender budget

builds on this foundation and provides added

value to the results-oriented approach. (See

Pan 5, which describes how to build gender

into the existing budget formats.)
* The EPU, MOF, and ICU are moving towards

approaches that focus more on longer-

term planning and budgeting, policy

analysis, and assessment, rather than

routine year-by-year financial monitoring.
This is clearly reflected in the Third Outline

Perspective Plan (OPP3) 2001-2010, which
covers the second decade of development

under Vision 2020. The gender budget work

adds value to this aspect.
o The Malaysian government has much

more control over its budget than many

other countries that have tried to do
gender budget work. For example, Malaysia

has good control over the balance between

revenue and expenditure. Also, donor
countries have very liftle influence over the
country's budget. This means that the
government has a lot of freedom to decide

where and how to use its resources.

Thus on 27 November 2002, the Malaysian

Cabinet approved the idea of taking gender

budget work forward in Malaysia. On 22 April

2003, the EPU approved the project document

for a gender budget pilot project in Malaysia

led by the MWFCD in pdrtnership with the

UNDP which would provide financial and

technical assistance.

The gender budget Pilot project in
Malaysia
Although more than 60 countries in the world

have engaged in some son of gender budget

work, none of these could provide the 'recipe'

for how to implement gender budgeting in

Malaysia. Firstly, not all of the other gender

budget initiatives are inside government.

Secondly, even where they are inside govern-

ment, there are differences in the way

government works in these countries. ln

pafticular, there are differences in the approach

and format for budgetinE. Recognizing that

each context is unique, MalEysia has learnt from

the experience of other countries but has

focused on developing its own specific

approach adapted to how,government works

in this country.
Since Malaysia already has a results-

oriented budget format that provides for

most of the components required in a gender

budget such as a description ofthe objective,

...r4t-
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Gender Budgeting in Malaysia

needs analysis, clients, output specification,

impact, and evaluation, it was proposed that

the gender perspectives be incorporated

within the existing programme agreement
proposal format (ABM-2) rather than
produced as a separate format. This would

entail only a slight revision of the exlsting

procedures and formats.

Gender budget work in Malaysia began

with a pilot project in four ministries and

selected programmes within these ministries

to allow the Malaysian approach to be tested

and refined before being extended to the rest

of government. The pilot ministries were

Education, Health, Human Resources, and

Rural Development. (ln March 2004, the

Ministry of Education was divided into two-
Education and Higher Education, and the

Ministry of Rural Development became the

Ministry of Rural and Regional Development.

However, because most of the pilot gender

budget work was done before the split, this

manual still uses the old names for these two

ministries for some programmes.)

The pilot ministries were chosen so as to

provide a good test of the approach. The four

(now five) ministries come from both the

economic and social sectors and all have

relatively large budgets. Another reason for

choosing these ministries-particularly the

Ministry of Rural Development-was their focus

on low-income people in the rural areas.

Gender budget work looks not only at

differences beNveen women and men, girls and

boys but also at other forms of disadvantage

and difference, and income is one of the most

important determinants of disadvantage.

The MWFCD and the UNDP put together a

team to assist the pilot minlstries in their gender

budget work During July 2003, this team met

with each of the ministries to decide which

programmes they would focus on for the pilot.

The programmes were to be drawn from both

the operating and development budgets in

order to test tlre application of the approach

across both. Table 1 shows the programmes

and projects selected by the pilot ministries.

The selected programmes reflected the

Malaysian government's serious interest In

promoting the development of its people. For

example, the programmes cover a wide range

of educational and training programmes from

primary school up to university, including

vocational training.

...r51-
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Gender budgeting is about incorporating a

gender perspective into the national budget
to enable a government to decide on how
policies and priorities should be revised-and

what resources are needed-to achieve the

goal of gender equality. The budget is the

government's most impoftant economic
policy tool and reflects its social and

economic priorities. lt is crucial to the

successful implementation of any policy

because without the allocation of adequate

flnancial resources, no policies, programmes,

or projects can be canied out.

Definitions of gender budgeting
1 Gender budget work aims to make the

budget gender-responsive

The term 'gender budget' sometimes con-

fuses oeople because it makes them think that
gender budget work is about a separate

budget for women and men. This is not the

case. Instead, gender budget work looks at the

impact of every pan of the budget on women

and men, girls and boys.

Gender budget work recognizes that all

budgets do, or must, deliver services to meet

the needs of all female and male citizens in a

country. However, in many cases, the budgets

do this unconsciously, because planners and

budget officers assume that there are no

differences between females and males.

Gender budget work consciously takes note of
the differences in situations, roles, contri-

butions, and needs of women and men, girls

and boys and'responds' accordingly, hence

the term'gender-responsive budget'.

2 Gender budget work distinguishes
between gender and sex

As stated above, gender budget analysis looks

at the impact of the government budget on

women and men, girls and boys. However, it

does this on the basis of gender as well as sex

differences.

Sex is about biological differences.

People are born male or female. With very few

exceptions, they remain male or female

throughout their lives in terms of their

biological make-up. However, once born,

oeoole are socialrzed to fit in with what

society sees as appropriate roles for them as

women and men. These roles are based on

gender rather than sex.

So, while a woman ln one countrY will

biologically be similar to a woman in any other

country, socially (in terms of gender), she may

be different. Similarly, a woman in the year

2005 will be similar biologically to her great-

...r7 t-
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grandmother of a century ago but she will be

different from the latter in terms of roles and

responsibilities and how she lives her life.

Table 2 summarizes the differences be-

tween sex and gender.

3 Gender budget work is not about 50-50
Because women and men, girls and boys are

different, it is not the aim of gender budget

work that every ministry's budget be divided

50-50 between males and females. Instead,

the aim is to meet the different needs of males

and females as equltably (faidy) as possible so

that everyone can reach their full potential.

Gender budget work is thus about equity,

rather than simple equality. (See Part 3.)

For example, in health, women and men

are equally prone to illnesses and ailments.

However, in addition to these'gender-neutral'

health needs, women have more reproductive

health-related needs than men because of

their role in bearing children. 5o a health

budget of which only 50 per cent is spent on

women discriminates against women in terms

of their needs. A 50-50 division in health

harms the women who arfe denied access to

services. A 50-50 division also harms society

as a whole because childbearing will not

happen ln an efficient and effective way.

4Gender budget work takes
unpaid labour into account

Gender budget work checks that
policy and budgets address the roles

and responsibilities of women and

men, girls and boys in society. These

roles and respontibilities may differ

from country to country. However, in

virtually every country, women bear

much more responsibility than men

for childbearing, childrearing, and

looking after children, sick people, old

people, and others needing care. This

work is sometirnes referred to as

'reproductive work'. lt is often also

...18/-
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What is Gender Budgeting?

known as 'unoaid labour'because most of the
work is unpaid.

Because this work is usually unpaid, it is

not counted and included in the gross

domestic product (GDP). Consequently, plan-

ners and budget officers often do not take it

into account because they think it does not

affect the economy and society.

However, unless this reproductive work

happens efficiently and effectively, we will

have poor human resources in the country.

This will affect economic growth and the well-

being of citizens. Gender budget work

therefore emphasizes that policy makers must

think about unpaid labour, and about how

programmes and budgets can deal with it
effectively and efficiently. Policy makers must

also make sure that the burden of unpaid

work is not preventing people (mainly

women) from contributing economically and

socially in other ways.

Benefits of gender budgeting
The increasing popularity of gender budgeting

testifies to the varied purposes it serves.

Among others, a gender-responsive budget
. supports gender mainstreaming, currently

the main international approach to pro-

moting equality between women and

men
o improves the allocation of resources to

those who need them most

. strengthens the linkages between eco-

nomic and social policy outcomes
r tracks public expenditure against gender

and development policy commitments
. encourages civil society pafticipation in

economic policy making

r helps the government to comply witlr

national and international gender equality

commitments (such as national gender

oolicies and CEDAW) and

r contributes to the attainment of the

Millennium Development Goals (MDGs).

...r91-
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Feminism
Feminism is a social movement that questions

gender inequalities and tries to change them.

Feminism is not about focusing only on women.

Gender vs sex

Gender refers to the social differences

between men and women, girls and boys. lt is

what society tells men and women, girls and

boys from different social groups about their

roles and responsibilities.

Sex refers to the biological differences

between males and females. Sex is fixed and

does not change over time, across countries,

and across cultures.

Gender analysis

Gender analysis is the process of analysing

the different situations of women and men,

girls and boys and the relations between

them with the objective of fulfilling their

specific needs and achieving gender equality.

Gender analysis also considers other socio-

economic divisions, such as rich and poor,

urban and rural, educated and less educated,

and how these affect the relations between

women and men.

Gender-bl ind vs gender-neutral

A gender-blind policy ignores the different

situations, roles, needs, and interests of
women, men, girls, and boys.

A gender-neutral policy is not affected by,

and does not affect, the different situations,

roles, needs, and interests of women, men,

girls, and boys. In realiry, very few policies are

gender-neutral. When policy makers claim a

policy is gender-neutral; they are usually

being gender-blindl

Gender equality vs gender equity
Gender equality is often understood as

equality of opponunity. This means that
women and men, girls and boys are not

discriminated against in their access to
opportunities.

Gender equity is about equality of outcome

or result. This is a stronger concept than

equality of opportunity. lt means that women

and men, girls and boys have an equal chance

of reaching the finishing line and not just an

equal chance at the stafting point. Gender

equity is about fairness. lt takes account of the

different situations of wornen and men, girls

and boys.

...20t-
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Understanding Gender Concepts

Gender-disaggregated data Gender-sensitive / gender-responsive

Gender-disaggregated data (or sex-dis- A gender-sensitive (or gender-responsive)

aggregated data) are data that show the policy properly addresses the different

differences between the situations of women situations, roles, needs, and interests of

and men, girls and boys. Gender-disaggregated women, men, 9irls, and boys.

data are necessary for good gender analysis.

Practical and strateoic qender needs

Gender division of labour Practical gender needs are needs related to

Gender division of labour refers to who daily activities and responsibilities. They are

(women or men, young or old) does what in linked to helping women and men with the

terms of different types of work, such as roles they are given by society'

productive work in factories, in offices, and on Strategic aender needs are needs related to

the Iand; reproductive work as in cooking, changing the relationships, roles, and respon-

cleaning, and caring for family members; and sibilities of women and men in society.

community activitles such as attending
meetrngs.

Gender mainstreaming

Gender mainstreaming is an approach or

strategy which considers gender in all policies,

planning, budgets, and monitoring instead of
addressing gender as a separate issue through

separate programmes.
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Gender budget work involves two important
processes:

1 Analysis of data in order to understand

what is happening to women and men,

girls and boys in society, in policies, in

budgets, and in implementation.

2 Formulation of gender-responsive bud-
gets, which involves adjusting policies,

programmes, and budgets (including

implementation where necessary) so that

they become gender-responsive.

Because gender analysis skills are

essential to producing meaningful gender

budget statements, this section will have a

practical focus with tasks built in to provide

practice in developing these skills.

Basically, there are two main methods for

carrying out gender budget analysis: the three

categories of expenditure approach and the
flve-step approach. These two approaches

may be reconciled into a common analytical

framework.

The three categories of expenditure
approach
We can think of the budget as being made up

of three slices or categories:
rCategory 1: Targeted gender-based

expenditures of government agencies.

These are expenditures that are clearly

'labelled' as addressing gender or women's

issues. Examples include women's health

programmes, special entrepreneurship
programmes for women, grants for single

mothers, and support for widows.
. Category 2: Equal emptoyment opportunity

expenditure on government employees.

These are expenditures that promote equal

opportunity for women and men employed

by government. Examples include training for

women managers, provision of creche facil-

ities, and parental leave provisions.

. Category 3: General (rnainstream) budget

expenditure judged on its impact on

women and men, girls and boys. This

covers all other expenditures of govern-

ment. Analysis of this category asks ques-

tions such as who needs particular services,

and whom such services reach. It asks how
programmes, projects, and the associated

budgets take forward the government's

vision of the roles worn€n and men should

play in society.

The categories are useful for checking that our

gender budget analysis looks at the bulk of
the cake, rather than focusing on crumbs. lt is

useful for checking that we are promoting

gender mainstreaming. (See Part 3.)

lf the analysis focuses only on the first or

second categories, it will have a very small
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impact because the three slices or categories

are of very different sizes. Gender- and

women-specific expenditures (Category 1)

may be necessary as a form of affirmative

adion to address speciflc disadvantages, but

they usually make up only a tiny slice of the

budget. Category 2 is usually an even smaller

slice. Category 3 is about the mainstream

budget whose allocations make up more than

95 per cent of any government's budget.

Unless gender budget analysis addresses

Category 3, it will miss the mark.

The five-step approach
The term 'gender budget' is misleading because

it suggests that we are interested only in

budgets. In fa6 gender budget work is a form of
policy analysis, because the budget's main

purpose is to implement policy. The poliry

analysis focus of gender budget work is in line

with the government's view that budgets

must follow policy rather than vice versa.

The policy analysis of gender budget

work involves five steps. Table 3 describes

each of these steps. The table also shows, in

the last column, how each step corresponds

to a step in the budget work that budget

officers have always done. The added value of
gender budgeting is that we do not assume

that all citizens have the same needs, or that

Task 1

I Into which of the three categories would you put the following expenditures?

(a) The budget for the Ministry, ofWgrnen,j:family and (ornmunity OevefopmeJl!

(b) ihe salary allocations for the,Ministry of Defence

. .(d Thgbqlgetforq-nuses'tniflihgrolli9e,,, ' -,,.r ., .,.. ' :

(dl The budgef for immunization of children

, (e) The. budget forthe Minigtrypf;Rural Develqlment s housewift modules

,.dJt:$l:ltit#rlirrils'#q;1fi]"li'lfi[
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all will be affected by government pro-

grammes in the same way.

Type of data required for effective
gender budget analysis
Good analysis requires good data. To perform

the five steps, we need to have the right type
of data. Table 4 shows the type of data we

need to analyse an education programme.

ittt:tl specification). The important difference in the

i,i.r; gender checklists was that the numbers were

yi;; gender-disaggregated*given separately for

ilil males and females as well as the total.

- Figures 2-8 show examples of gender-

= 
disaggregated data which tell us something

t,,,i that is relevant to the work of the four pilot
,,. ministries, among others.

Examples of gendert-disaggregated
data
For the gender budget pilot, checklists

suggesting the type ofdata to be collected for

each of the chosen progrBmmes were drawn

up. Some items on the checklists were for

Step 1, i.e. they described the situation. Some

were for Steps 2 and 3, i.e they described the

outputs and outcomes. Many of the items

were found to have already appeared in the

i relevant agency's ABM-2 repon, e.g. in ltem l2
. (output specification) arrd ltem 13 (impact

...241-
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Task 3

Study the chartS in Flgures 2-8. for ead chart, think aboutthe following questionsi

'll,

I
',1,

ir"a.i:

,5i
iio;lr
-:1-;l

.r.rli.$,1

What ?re the most important facs shown by the chart?

for whictr ministry or ministrhs is this information important?

Whith ofthefiVe seps of gender budget analyiis is the chart useful for?

50.8% 4912*
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Source: Ministry of Education, Malaysia.

Soune; Population and Housing Census, Department 0fStatisti6, Malaysia.
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:oog :

Jou(e: Depaftment of Statislic, Malaysia.

$#

rfiil q,:l1i I i r;.:tr,g in:;ri.:'?liii.iiir,:r:rr"1it,,

Soune: Department of 5tatistics, Malaysia.

::rlll irilffi
5s9! i'I

:,il,lt:ii

itlii\t: j
zox j

,!
::1sltt:tj : 1

Iol*"
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The focus of this section 15 6n thg pilot

ministries' experience in adapting the existing

Malaysian budget formats to reflect gender

issues and accommodate gender needs. The

aim of the pilot project was to develop a

proven, workable format for gender budgeting

that could be applied across all ministries.

The scope of the work
The Malaysian government's standard budget

formats already contain many of the basic

elements for gender budget work. For ex-

ample, the standard formats already provide

for motivatlons, objectives, description of
activities, indicators, and targets. This means

that the formats can easily be adapted for

gender budget work by elaborating on these

elements and adding one or two extra items.

In the flrst year of gender budget work,

Malaysia focused on producing gender-

sensitive budget statements for the selected

programmes in the pilot ministries according

to set formats based on its existing budget

formats. These programmes were drawn from

the operating budget and the development

budget ln order to test the application of the

approach across both.

Training was a key objective of the pilot

project. Initially, the training was confined to

budget officers in the pilot ministries but it

-28 -

was later extended to officers in the Ministry of
Finance, selected officers in Institut Tadbiran

Awam Negara (INTAN), and gender focal
points (i.e. officers responsible for co-

ordinating gender programmes) in other
ministries and agencies.

As a result of the pilot project, the Ministry

of Finance issued a directive in the Call Circular

2004 that all pilot ministries implement
gender-responsive budgeting for selected

programmes for the year 2006-2007. lt also

encouraged other ministries and agencies to
incorporate gender issues into their plans for
programmes and activities. In order to facilitate

the incorporation of gender perspectives into

their budget proposals, each ministry/agency

is expected to formulate a gender strategic

plan-on a shoft, medium, and long-term

basis-well in advance.

The operating budget
Malaysia has a range of formats for reponing

on operating budget programmes. For the
pilot, the ABM-2 format was utilized because it

is the most detailed. However, gender
perspectlves should also be incorporated into

the ABM4 and ABM-5 formats (one offlnew
policy projects) by the relevant ministry/
agency where necessary. These formats wlll

continue to be used for the next year or two.

lAGW708I
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. r,1
t:
lnr' t
n,4
;;,i,

rvrqbud Uqkalen tsupply he;Ji

, 
ngensitl!m+)

Soune.' Kementerian Kewangan Malaysia, Suku Ponduon: Sisten Eeloniowon Diubohsuoi Edisi Kedua, 1999'

' The system for impad indi(ators conslrts of the following:

* Nama aktiviti (Name ofadivity)
* Tahun bermula aktiviti (Year of(ommen(ing activity)

* Iahun terakhir penilaian dibuat (Year of last evaluation)

* Tahun penllaian akan datang (Year ofnext evaluation)

* lsu-isu yong diniloi (lssues t0 be evnluoted)

* ltetodologi (Meth odology)

Noft: fhe M0 hali(ized itent rculd inorpulte qendet itsues
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At a later stage, changes can be made in the

ABM formats.

Table 5 shows the standard ABM-2 format

prescribed by the Ministry of Finance. The

shaded and italicized items indicate where

ministries can add the gender issues. In most

cases, adding gender issues does not even

require an extra heading. lt only requires that

budget officers think and write about the

differences between women and men, girls

and boys, when completing these items. The

only place in which something new is added

is output specification (ltem 12), where

'equiry' is introduced as an explicit new factor

to be considered.

Gender-disaggregated data for the
operating budget
One of the most effective ways of including

gender issues in the budget is through gender-

disaggregated data-data that show the

number of women and men, girls and boys

involved. The standard ABM-2 repofts already

include a lot of numbers, not only in ltems 12

(output) and 13 (impact), but also in other
places. However, gender-disaggregated data

are required on the current situation under

Item 8 (needs analysis) and on people reached

by the programme under ltem 9 (clients).

The following are some examPles of

gender-dlsaggregated data that could be

used in looking at the chosen programmes in

the oilot ministries. The checklists contained

many more items. In quite a number of the

examples below, gender is combined with

other forms of disaggregation, such as

urban/rural. This combined disaggregation is

essential for understanding the situation,

needs, outputs, and outcomes clearly.

MANPOWER DEPARTMENT (MH R)

r Number of male and female school-leavers

in 2001 by urban/rural (8: needs analysis)

I Number of male and female trainees com-

pletlng training programmes during 2002 by

urban/rural and other categories (1 2: output)
o Number of male and female enrolled

trainees by certificate/diploma/course for

2002by urban/rural (9: clients)
r Distribution of male and female employed

people by industry (one-digit ISCO code) by

urban/rural (B: needs analysis)

ORTHOPAEDIC (MOH)

. Number of male and female patients

operated on/seen during 2003 by different

units (8: needs analYsis; 12: outPut)
. Number of male and female patients

operated on/seen during 2003 by age

group (children, adults, elderlY)

...3U-
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r Average length of stay in hospital of male

and female patients assisted during 2003 by

different units (12: output)
r General hospital discharges (including deaths)

by male/female and International Classifi cation

of Diseases, Injuries & Causes of Death (lCD)

for 2002 or 2003 (12: output; 13: impact)
. Deaths by cause and male/female for 2002

or 2003 (8: needs analysis; 13: impact)

FAMILY HEALTH DEVELOPMENT (MOH)

r Number of males and females in the
populatlon in each of the target groups (e.9.

pregnant mothers, newborns, infants and

children, schoolchildren and adolescents,

adults, elderly) by urban/rural and state (8:

needs analysis)
r Total clinic attendance at health clinics by

male,4emale according to different services

(9:clients)
. Utilization of different forms of family

planning by women and men by urban/rural

and state (8: needs analysis; 9: clients)

COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT (MRRD)

r Literacy rates of women and men aged t 5+

years in different states (8: needs analysis)

* Activity status (employed, unemployed, not

economically active) of women and men in

different states (8: needs analysis)

. Povefty rates of female and male-headed

households (8: needs analysis)

. Particioation of women and men in KEMAS

income-generating projects (separate by

type of project, e.g. sewirirg, food production,

etc.) (9: clients; 12: outpu0

CHILD DEVELOPMENT (MRRD)

r Number of girl and boy children aged 2-4
years in the rural population and number of
girl and boy children aged 4-6 years in the

rural population (8: needs analysis)

r Number of girl and boy children panici-

pating in TASKA, by governmenVprivate (9:

clients; 12: output)
r Number of mothers and fathers partici-

pating in PEKA (9: clientt; 12: output)
. Dropout rates for girls and boys in rural and

urban areas from Standard Six and above (8:

needs analysis)

MENTAL DEVELOPMENT PROGMMME (MRRD)

. Number of schooling and non-schooling

household members in poor families by

male/female and state (B: needs analysis)

. Anendance at household heads'module by

male/female and state (9: clients; 12: output)
r Attendance at non-schooling household

members'module by male/female and state

(9: clients; 12: output)
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INCOME IMPROVEMENT PROGRAMME

(MRRD)

r Activity status (employed, unemployed, not

economically active) of male and female

adults from poor families (by state, if
possible) (8: needs analysis)

. Percentage of employed women and men

who are self-employed
I Participation in agriculture-based projects by

male/female (and state) (9: clients; 12: output)
I Participation in non-agriculture-based pro-

jects by male/female (and state) (9: clients;

1 2: output)

PRIMARY EDUCATION (MOE)

r Number of girls and boys in the population

aged 6-1 2 years by state (8: needs analysis)
r Number of girls and boys aged 6-12 years

attending primary school by state (9: clients;

I 2: output)
r Toilet pupil ratio for girls and boys by state

(B: needs analysis)
o Problems reported at school by type of

problem and sex of complainant (B: needs

analysis)

UNIVERSITIES (MOHE)

r Number of male and female (local and foreign

separate) applicants for places at universities

according to level (8: needs analysis)

r Number of male and female (local and

foreign separate) students admitted for

2003, according to level (9:clients)

o Percentage of male and female students

completing their courses in 2002 or 2003

within the stipulated time for the courses

(1 2: output)
Gender-disaggregated data provide sep-

arate figures for males and females. Some data

cannot be disaggregated by gender because

they refer only to males or only to females.

Nevertheless, these data are also imponant.

For example, eclampsia cases, deaths during

childbirth, and location of childbirth only

apply to women but are important indicators

for the Ministry of Health. Similarly, the

Ministry of Rural and Regional Development

must record how many women attend its

housewives' modules. These data are not

gender-disaggregated, but they are still

'gender-relevant'.

Funhermore, numbers alone do not tell

the full story. Ministry budget officers are

already experienced in describing the

objectives, needs analysis, etc., in the ABM-2.

What they have to do now is to think about

what gender issues need to be added to the

description. See Box 3 for examples showing

how the pilot ministries incorporated gender

into the different elements of the ABM-2.
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The development budget
Malaysia's standard format for the develop-
ment budget (see Table 6) is different from

the format for the operating budget. The

development budget format provides less

space for discussion. lt relies more on yeslno

(Y/N) or other responses which are easily
.^mnr rtariT4r{

Nevertheless, the italicized items in the

table show that there are a large number of
elements which concern gender or other

equity issues.

j;1iii;,rl ii

t iri,

iffiti
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Soune; Economir Planning Unit, Prime Ministe/s Department.
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In addition to the standard format presented

in Table 6, ministries are required to prepare

project proposals for each project. These

proposals contain more narrative than the

standard format entered in the computer and

are therefore an ideal instrument for ensuring

gender-responsiveness. Details on the back-

ground of the project, components, estimated

costs, output, and benefits expected, as well

as justification for the project, are summarized

in these project proposals.

Gender-disaggregated data for the
development budget
Gender-disaggregated data are also useful in

thinking about development budget prognmmes.

For the pilot, all four ministries were given a

checklist containing data they might find

useful in analyslng the chosen programmes.

Box 4 contains examples showing how the pilot

ministries incorporated gender into project

proposals for various development projects.
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Gender budget work is a new thing in

Malaysia. lt is also relatively new in other parts

of the world. This section answers questions

that are often asked about gender budget

work both in Malaysia and in other countries.

1 What is a gender budget?
A gender budget is a budget that is gender-

sensitive, i.e. it addresses the needs and

interests of different groups of citizens.

Gender budget work is not about a separate

budget for women. lt is about including a

gender perspective into the existing national

budget so that it allocates resources in an

equitable way to satisfy the needs of women

and men, girls and boys, and different groups

of women and men, girls and boys. By doing

so, a gender-sensitive budget will serve the

interests of these citizens, as well as those of

the country as a whole. lt will ensure that the

country utilizes to the fullest extent possible

the potential of each citizen.

2 How is gender relevant outside of the
social services?

Malaysia's National Policy on Women and the

Eighth Malaysia Plan both emphasize the

impoftance of utilizing the country's human

potential to the full. These documents thus

say that gender is imponant when we look at

lAGw708l

the programmes and budgets of economic-

related budgets such as those of the Ministries

of Human Resources, Agriculture and Agro-

based lndustries, and Rural and Regional

Development.
The protective services of government

also affect women and men differently.

Generally, men are more concerned about
property crimes and women are more

concerned about personol crimes. 5o, where

government focuses its resources addresses

their needs differently. Infrastructure also

affects women and men differently. For

example, because womerl are more likely than

men to work from horne, affordable and

reliable basic services ,make them more

efflcient. The services also relieve the burden

of their unpald household tasks.

3 Does the introduction of gender budget
work in Malaysia imply that the Malaysian

government currenrtly discriminates
against women?

The decision to introduce gender budget

work in Malaysia does not imply that the
government has failed to address gender

issues up until now. lt also does not imply that

there is a lot of discrimination against women

in Malaysia. Gender budget work provides

evidence that the Malaysian government is
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committed to achieving gender equality and

promoting women's development. lt provides

a way for the government to monitor and

evaluate what it is achieving in this area. lt

provides proof for parliamentarians and others

of what the government is achieving.

4 What does the government gain bY

doing gender budget work?
The gender budget approach is a tool thar

improves (a) prioritization, (b) planning, (c)

management of implementation, (d) moni-

toring and evaluation, and (e) impact assess-

ment. All of these are functions the Economic

Planning Unit (EPU) and the lmplementation

and Coordination Unit (lCU) are always trying

to improve. Gender budget work also helps

with the Ministry of Finance's aim to make its

work more analytlcal, and more focused on

longerterm planning. In addition, gender

budget work helps fulfil the country's

international commitments in terms of the

Convention on the Elimination of All Forms of

Discrimination Against Women (CEDAW),

Beijing +5, and other conventions. Finally,

Malaysia can easily become one of the leaders

in this area, and demonstrate once again the

country's sophistication in public policy

administration.

5 Will gender budget work increase the
budget deficit?

Gender budget work is not about asking for
'more money'for gender issues or for women.

Gender budget work is about prioritization. lt

accepts the overall envelope of resources, but

asks whether the way this money is currently

distributed has the best impact on women

and men, girls and boys, and different groups

of citizens. lt asks whether the current

distribution of available resources is the most

effective, efficient, economic, and equitable

way of achieving government objectives,

including the objectives of gender equality

and women's development.

6 Which country can give Malaysia the
blueprint of how to do gender budget
work?

Malaysla has a history of drawing on the

experience of other countries, but also of
forging its own path that suits its own

particular needs. More than 60 countries have

done gender budget work of some sort.

However, none of these could provide a

blueprint for Malaysia. The standard budgets of

all countries differ. Similarly, gender budgets

will differ across countries, Malaysia has learnt

from other countries, but has developed its

own unique approach to gender budget work.
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7 How much extra work does the gender
budget entail?

Malaysia already has a budget format that
provides a good basic framework for a gender

budget. Unlike many other countries, Malaysia

already has a results-oriented format. This

format places a lot of emphasis otr impact, and

impact is at the heart of gender budget work.

The format can easily be adapted to include

gender issues in the description of the

situation being addressed and the objectives

of the programme. lt also easily incorporates

gender and other disaggregations of outputs

and impacts.

Unlike in some other countries, the
gender budget in Malaysla will be part of the

main budget document rather than produced

as a separate document. This means that there

is less additional work. As Malaysia begins its

gender budget exercises, there will be some

extra work in training staff in the new format

and in gender analysis. This enra work will be

needed over a few years as the format is

refined and as new ministries start doing
gender budget work. After that, there will be

minimal extra work for staff.

8 How can staff in mlnistries learn the
complicated economic, gender, and
other skills?

Gender budget work is not difficult. Malaysia

already has nearly all the necessary elements in

its budget format. Gender budget work entails

only small revisions of the existing procedures

and staff will be given practical training.

Experience in other countries has shown that

the best way of learning to do gender budget

work is through practice. As with any innovation,

in the first year, the documents produced will

not be perfect. But, over time, staff will gain in

experience and the docurnents will improve.

9 How can officers do this work without
gender-sensitive data?

We often hear the complaint that Malaysia has

very little gender-disaggregated and gender-

sensitjve data. This complaint is exaggerated.

The Department of Statistics produces a lot of

data, and each of the rninistries generates

further administrative data. The main problem

is that potential users do not know that the

data are available or where to get them.
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Gender budget work also generates data as

programme managers see the need both to
disaggregate existing statistics and to collect

information. There may be challenges at first,

but these will diminish over time.

10 Malaysia has so many ministries-how
can we get them all to change their
way of working?

By doing a pilot first, with four (later five)

ministries and selected programmes, the
government tested the gender budget

method and refined it. Malaysia now has a
proven, workable format. lt also has a number

of experienced people from the pilot ministries

who can act as trainers for the other ministries.

11 How can a junior ministry, like the
MWFCD, tell the rest of government

what to do?

The MWFCD is a new ministry, and a small

one. lt is small because its main role is not

implementation. The ministry is an advocate

for better policy making. lts role is to assist the

rest of government to become more gender-

sensitive in its work. The Ministry of Finance

has played a central role in the gender budget

initiative, with the suppoft of the EPU. These

agencies have agreed on the format and

approach in gender budgeting. They are

directing and overseeing its implementation.

The MWFCD is playing a backup role for

ministries that need assistance, for example,

with gender analysis.
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